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What this new paradigm drawn directly
from a commercial vision of education puts
into question is the autonomy of universities, and thus our professional autonomy.
And professional autonomy is not limited to
what happens in the classroom; it is also a
matter of the faculty’s place and role in the
institution. There are numerous attacks –
for example, on full and complete recognition for lecturers in universities, or recognition of the union in CEGEPs.

The news was announced last month but
went almost unnoticed: the United States
agreed to join the AHELO programme
which, under the aegis of the OECD, is to
develop quality criteria for learning and
spinoff effects of university activities
throughout the world. The credibility, or
even feasibility, of this project had suffered greatly up until now from the absence of the U.S.; since they will now be participating, there is every reason to think
that the work will pick up speed. We are
headed for an international ranking of
universities – in fact, a Shanghai-based
version already exists.
The idea of establishing so-called quality
criteria for university teaching is a good
example of the international trend in
higher education towards closer, stricter
control of institutions of higher learning.
Québec is not isolated from this; in fact,
the trend is very much in evidence. Substantial public funding for higher education here is invoked as a reason to increase
controls of all kinds. Legislation on governance, in both CEGEPs and universities, already reflects this goal, based on a
narrow understanding of accountability.
At the college level, teachers’ workloads
stemming from accountability are so onerous that even the Fédération des cégeps
has condemned the situation.
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It is not merely an issue of accountability:
there is also the matter of profits. Once
“quality standards” are brought in, measurement and control agencies are not far
behind. In the United States, there is a
formidable private market for measuring
and assessing learning, and a real market
in services for rating and accrediting
educational institutions. Take the role
played in CEGEPs here by the Commission d’évaluation de l’enseignement collégial (Commission for the assessment of
college teaching): are we really all that far
from a government decision to turn mandates like these over to private enterprise?
The scope of the phenomenon is very disturbing. In universities, the work involved
in teaching is increasingly carved into separate tasks: there are markers, accompanists, lecturers, teachers, researchers.
It is literally Taylorism applied to higher
education. Autonomy, you said?
Our collective agreements remain the
battlefield for this major confrontation.
We must not be afraid to clearly outline
the issues of professional autonomy in
our demands and seek through collective bargaining to entrench them in contract clauses.
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CEGEP Teaching,
Superior Teaching

Micheline Thibodeau
FNEEQ Vice-President

It is easy to see that collective bargaining for CEGEP teachers has
monopolized most of the debates
and energy in the regroupement
CEGEP in recent weeks.

per se; better working conditions for
teachers with precarious job status;
and an updating of the salary
structure that would both affect
entry-level compensation and
provide enhanced recognition for
echelons requiring master’s and
doctoral degrees. Obviously, the
government is serving up the same
old line about the dire state of
public finances that it uses in
each round of public-sector bargaining.

There’s no point here in trying to
sum up the developments in this
bargaining. It is, however, most
relevant to note that as this is
happening, a number of CEGEP
teachers’ unions are confronted
with a challenge to their role as
union representatives. This challenge has an influence on bargaining talks, because it undermines
members’ confidence in the bargaining process. Not that our counterparts are in bad faith, but there is
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Teachers’ demands revolve around
three main priorities: additional
resources for teaching activities

The public-sector Common Front decided that its basic
strategic framework was to reach a negotiated settlement for
March 31, when the current collective agreements expire.
The government itself agreed to this timeframe. Obviously,
no agreement is possible according within this timeframe.
Too many insurmountable obstacles have appeared in almost
all the sectors.
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good reason to think that regardless of the outcome of
negotiations, some administrators will continue to claim
the right to powers that clearly
amount to an exaggeration
of management rights.

Are Unions
and Teaching
Compatible?
Some CEGEP administrators
assert that the two are at odds.
Since when does defending
teaching conditions put our
professionalism into question?
What conception of a human
being suggests that a teacher’s
ideas vary depending on which
of her or his many roles is involved? Should we have contradictory positions when we
intervene as union members,
teachers, parents or citizens?
The attacks on union representation are increasingly numerous. Professional autonomy, be it individual or collective, is one of the characteristics of higher education.
The extremely serious challenges to
union representation on so-called
educational issues greatly offend us
as teachers in the CEGEP system.
Providing quality teaching is part of
our concerns on a daily basis.
On a daily basis, in course preparation, course delivery and learning assessment: it’s a matter of individual
autonomy.
On a daily basis as well in the many
places we work with others: departments, program committees, curriculum committees and the Commission of Studies (or Academic Council). Part of the Commission of Studies’ mandate is to advise the board of
governors on various institutional
policies, including learning assessment, curriculum evaluations and the
quality of the language of teaching.

4
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The union meeting
must elect its representatives to the council. The union meeting is the place where
teachers come together
to make decisions. Thus,
taking positions on
various institutional
policies is part of what
these meetings are supposed to do.

The role of
the Commission
des études must
not be reduced
to that of
a focus group.
The insistence of some
administrations on
trying to appoint the
teachers who will sit
on the Commission
goes hand in hand
with reducing the role
of such teachers, who
would henceforth only
represent themselves.
PHOTO : FRANCE DÉSAULNIERS
Obviously, this is absolutely incompatible
The collective agreements are clear:
with the principle of professional
Whenever the College forms a comand collective autonomy.
mittee which includes professors,
only the Union shall be competent
It is unacceptable to think that
to appoint them unless there are
teachers, as a work collective, would
specific provisions to the contrary
not be able to voice the results of
in the collective agreement. (FNEEQ
their group discussions in their
2-2.08, FAC 2-2.09) This contract
meetings. We cannot accept that
clause could hardly be any clearer.
administrators know better than
teachers when it comes to learning
assessment, for example. Wanting
The principles
us to accept at the bargaining table
that the appointment of departof top-down
ment and programme co-ordinamanagement
tors be ratified by the dean of studies,
and demanding that they be
are no longer used
accountable for the implemenin the majority of
tation of institutional policies
private companies;
decided on the basis of an increasingly limited consensus, amounts
they are even less
to questioning whether college
relevant in higher
teaching is part of higher education. ■
education.

WOMEN’S COMMITTEE

In 2010, we’re on the March!
This is the theme chosen by the Collectif du 8 mars
for International Women’s Day this year.
Caroline Senneville
FNEEQ General Secretary
Carole Morache
FNEEQ Women’s Committee

The theme chosen by the Collectif du
8 mars for International Women’s
Day this year also kicks off the
2010 World March of Women. The
demands of the March this year
focus on women’s economic autonomy, because the equal rights obtained in Québec cannot be a reality
if women are still financially dependent. World March of Women
activities have begun and will culminate in a march in Rimouski on
October 17. Put the date on your
calendar now and plan to meet up
with the members of the FNEEQ
Women’s Committee.
“In 2010, we’re on the march” is a
good reflection of the dynamism
that characterizes the members of
the FNEEQ Women’s Committee in
carrying out the mandates they’ve
been given to improve the proportion of women on executive committees and in the federation’s
decision-making bodies. To get a
better overview of women’s participation, we plan to continue the
work of compiling records of
women’s attendance in union and
federation bodies and structures.
To take its work further, the committee also intends to work with
unions and women to identify the

Women who’ll be on the march! Members of the FNEEQ Women’s Committee: Annie
Pomerleau, teacher at École Pasteur, regroupement privé; Carole Morache, teacher at
CEGEP Montmorency, regroupement cégep; Caroline Senneville, General Secretary of
the FNEEQ, with political responsibility for the Committee; and Raymonde Simard,
lecturer at the Université du Québec à Rimouski, regroupement université.

barriers to women’s participation in
union life and ways of overcoming
them, particularly with respect to
family-work balance. Concretely, we
hope to create a discussion group on
this with women delegates at the
June Federal Council meeting. Then
in the fall, we would visit about ten
local unions chosen to reflect the
federation’s diversity, for further discussions.
The ultimate goal will be to use all
the information gathered from
these women to develop a set of resources (awareness tools, suggested
lines of action) for unions.

As you can see, the FNEEQ Women’s
Committee has its work cut out for
it. We will, however, need the collaboration of our affiliated unions.
This is why we have sent or will
soon be sending unions a questionnaire aimed at identifying
the people in charge of status of
women issues. We want to build a
network for information and discussion on the committee’s work
plan to address contemporary feminist issues.
Thank you in advance for your
contribution to our work. ■
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AS LONG AS ALL WOMEN
ARE NOT FREE
WE WILL MARCH!
The year 2010 will be another landmark
year for the women's movement. Together, with women from around the
world, we will continue our march
against poverty and violence against
women. We will mobilize across Quebec for the improvement of womens’ living and working conditions. We will demand, loud and clear, concrete and
urgent actions from the governments of
Quebec and Canada.
Our demands cover five fields of action:
• Women's Economic Autonomy
• Common Good and Access to Resources
• Violence Against Women
• Peace and Demilitarization
• Indigenous Women

6
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Join the Fédération
des femmes du Québec
The Women’s Committee would also like to make our members better acquainted with the Fédération des femmes du
Québec and its work. Since May 2009, Caroline Senneville,
who is general secretary of the FNEEQ and has political responsibility for the committee, has been a member of the
FFQ’s board of directors. We invite you to become members.
Every woman in Québec can join as an individual member,
and each status of women committee in a local union can become a member as an association. Membership allows you
to be part of decisions at the Fédération des femmes du
Québec, to vote to elect the president and to participate in
discussions on political positions taken by the FFQ. As well,
as a member you are kept regularly informed about all the
FFQ’s activities, which amounts to a treasure trove of information for local status of women committees. Finally, even
though the membership fee is minimal, it nonetheless helps
provide funding for the federation.

To find out more, or to join, visit the FFQ’s web site.

www.ffq.qc.ca

Israel-Palestine

Understand
the History
We generally have the impression that the question of Israel
and Palestine is “complicated” and that consequently
it’s better to leave it up to the “experts” to discuss
the conflict; we should refrain from making judgments,
because it would be perilous for a non-expert.

A Complicated Question ?
The Israeli-Palestinian question is
not complicated: it is a matter of
the colonization of a territory and
the indigenous people’s resistance
to this colonization. In this sense,
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is a
classic colonial conflict for control
of land, as a review of the history
makes clear.

Denis Kosseim
FNEEQ International Action Committee

This idea that the question is complicated is precisely the position
put forward by the defenders of
Israel (Jewish or not). The position
of the defenders of Palestine (Palestinian or not) is that this impression of a complicated issue is
manufactured, artificially created.
I would argue, first, that the IsraeliPalestinian question is not complicated; and secondly that the
impression of being confronted
with a complicated issue is the
result of propaganda campaigns designed to prevent people of good
faith from raising questions, thereby giving maximum leeway to a
colonialist operation.

In the early 20th century, 8% of
the population of Palestine2 was
Jewish. For its own imperialist
reasons, Great Britain promised in
1917 to promote the establishment
of a national Jewish homeland in
Palestine (the Balfour Declaration),
and obtained a mandate from the
Society of Nations to do so in 1922.
Thanks to Great Britain, this was
followed by mass immigration of
Jewish Europeans1.
In 1947, the UN decided to partition
Palestine. Of course, the UN didn’t
consult the indigenous inhabitants
of Palestine, who owned 93% of the
land there and were still the majority (more than 70% of the total
population) despite 25 years of
massive immigration from Europe.
The UN’s plan for partition created
two States, one Arab (99% of the population) and the other Jewish (only
55% of the population). Furthermore, the Jewish State obtained 56%

of the territory. Palestinians and the
neighbouring Arab States rejected
this “partition.” It was the start of
the Naqba, an ethnic cleansing of
Palestine by Jewish militia and the
Israeli army. By the end of the first
Israeli-Arab war in December 1949,
the new Jewish State occupied
78% of the territory, and between
800,000 and 850,000 Palestinians
(two thirds of the Palestinian population) had been expelled. It is
important to note that in international law, ethnic cleansing is a crime
against humanity. Note as well that
in 1949, Israel was accepted as a
member of the UN on the condition
that it implement Resolution 194,
which stipulated that the Palestinian refugees from 1947-49, or the
“1948 refugees,” were to be returned
to their homes or compensated.
From 1948 to 1967, Palestine was
composed of the West Bank, East
Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip (22%
of historic Palestine). But in six days
in June 1967, Israel occupied the
Palestinian territories in a lightning
war (called a “preventive” strike).
This occupation continues to this
day. The Golan Heights (belonging
to Syria) are still occupied (the Sinai
was returned to Egypt). Note that
in international law, a State cannot
acquire another’s territory, and that
any territory occupied through war
must be returned. Yet the West Bank
and East Jerusalem have been sub-
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1947

1949

1967

jected to intensive colonization for
more than four decades now.

Ethnic cleansing, occupation, colonization, State terrorism, legally
institutionalized racial discrimination, disdain for the demands of
international law, almost 400 UN
resolutions ignored. The IsraeliPalestinian question is simple:
Israel is a rogue State and the special status and treatment it enjoys
at the UN thanks to the U.S. veto
allows it to behave as a colonial
State in the 20th and 21st centuries.

the land and resources necessary
for its national security.

The wall, ruled illegal by the International Court of Justice in 2004,
continues to be built – not along
the boundary between Israel and
the occupied Palestinian territories,
but deep in the West Bank itself,
along lines that enable Israel to
annex the best lands and aquifers.
The UN report (known as the
Goldstone Report) is damning: the
purpose of Israel’s aggression in
Gaza in December 2008 and January 2009 was to “punish, humiliate
and terrorize a civilian population,
radically diminish its local economic capacity both to work and
to provide for itself, and to force
upon it an ever increasing sense of
dependency and vulnerability.” And
the continuing blockade of Gaza
prevents Palestinians in Gaza from
rebuilding.
And what about the one million
Palestinians who are citizens of
Israel – the descendants of Palestinians who escaped the 1947-49
ethnic cleansing? They live like second-class citizens in the “Jewish
democracy,” constantly threatened
with expulsion and dispossession
because they are not Jewish – meaning that the concept of equality,
crucial to democracy, is inoperative.

8
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Propaganda at the Root of
an Erroneous Perception3
So if the Israeli-Palestinian question
is not at all complicated, where does
this impression of a complicated
conflict come from?
If the mass media did their job as
the Fourth Estate, they would be
more careful in choosing the explanatory framework they use to
report information. On the IsraeliPalestinian question, the explanatory framework used by mass media
in Canada and Québec is the prevailing framework in Ottawa (very
close to Washington’s), which follows the Israeli line that Israeli violence is defensive and legitimate.
Using this framework, each act of
Israeli violence is presented as a legitimate effort to ensure the security of its population and control

Take the example of the “Gaza war.”
The Goldstone Report doesn’t use
the mass media’s explanatory framework (Justice Goldstone, who is
Jewish and Zionist, instead uses
the explanatory framework of international law). As a result, literally 90% of the report is about
“Israel’s war crimes”, even its
“crimes against humanity.” The
mass media didn’t talk about the
“massacre in Gaza” or “Israel’s
crimes in Gaza.” The mass media
all talked about “war crimes on
both sides” in the “war in Gaza,”
implying an equivalence between
Israel and Hamas. If the mass media
were to change their explanatory
framework and adopt a legal or
colonial explanatory framework,
instead of talking about a “war”
they would talk about the “slaughter” of the “civilian population in
Gaza that is the victim of Israel’s
terrorism,” and Israel “that “flouts
international law,” “Israel that is
still unpunished,” “Israel still protected by the United States,” and
“Israel that should be suspended
from the UN.”
The peace process provides another example of the mass media’s
biased reporting. The emphasis is
put on the process instead of the

2000

today
How to Overcome
this Impasse?
People of good faith should answer
the call made by Palestinian civil
society in 2005 and endorse and
promote the international Boycott,
Disinvestment and Sanctions (BDS)
campaign against Israel. As was the
case previously with South Africa,
such a campaign will eventually
make Israeli society realize that the
cost of maintaining the status quo is
too high and that Israel’s apartheid
structures must be dismantled.

goal (peace). In this process, now
20 years old (!), the fundamental
issue is never addressed, namely
a definitive withdrawal from the
occupied territories. The process
has been blocked for two decades
by Israeli discourse about peace
while paradoxically, Israeli colonization is intensified during the
peace process. (In the 1990s, the
number of settlers in and around
East Jerusalem grew from 200,000
to 450,000, making a Palestinian
State unviable because there is no
longer a contiguous territory.) If the
mass media were to change their
explanatory framework on the
question of Israel, the headlines
would read: “Israel talks of peace
but steals land,” “Sharon, enemy of
Peace,” “Israel’s wall is illegal,” “Israel’s wall of shame,” etc. Instead of
saying that Israel is “yet again the
victim of a suicide attack,” the mass
media would report that “Israel
must end its occupation of Pales-

tine”; instead of saying that Israel
“is retaliating for Palestinian violence,” the mass media would talk
about “Palestinian resistance to illegal occupation.”
So the mass media propagate a
Made in Israel image to which our
governments, ambassadors, university rectors or chancellors, many
performers, sports teams, etc. subscribe. It is the image of a democratic country of beaches, wines
and high-tech industry, a country
that is a victim, a country in danger, a country that seeks only to
live in peace but that is forced by
circumstances to defend itself. It
then becomes very hard for people
of good faith to raise question, and
gives free rein to a colonialist operation. When people of good faith
ask questions, the image is whipped
out in the place of answers, creating
a cognitive dissonance that neutralizes the question.

Note in passing that the use of
the term “Israeli apartheid” is not
rhetorical: the term has been used
by no other than Ehud Olmert,
former prime minister of Israel,
and Ehud Barak, former prime minister and current Minister of Defence
for Israel4. In Canada, a new Jewish
organization founded in March
2008 called Independent Jewish
Voices5 endorses the BDS campaign6.
The BDS campaign is certainly a coercive method, but it is a non-violent method that, it should be emphasized, proved its worth in South
Africa. The demands of the BDS
campaign are: an end to the occupation, equality for Palestinian citizens in Israel and the return of
Palestinian refugees as stipulated in
Resolution 1947. ■

1 I use the term Jewish Europeans, not European Jews. See SAND, Shlomo, Comment le peuple juif fut inventé, Paris, Fayard, 2008.
2 One of the reasons for the partition of Palestine was the search for a solution to the problem of “displaced persons”, the euphemism used for survivors of the
Holocaust. For the majority of Jewish Europeans at the time, the Promised Land was America, not Palestine. The problem was that the United States and Canada were taking very few of them.
3 See JENSEN, Robert, «NY Times and Palestine imbroglio: No conflict of interest with conventional wisdom», The Rag Blog, Febuary 9, 2010,
See also aussi http://www.haqeeqat.org/2009/08/31/video-documentary-peace-propaganda-and-the-promised-land-media-the-israel-palestine-conflict/
[page consulted on February 14, 2010].
4 KARON, Tony, «The apartheid will end when Israelis have to face its cost» [page consulted on February 14, 2010]
"http://www.thenational.ae/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20100207/OPINION/702069887/1080"
5 Voir "http://www.independentjewishvoices.ca/" [page consulted on February 14, 2010]
6 See "http://www.bdsmovement.net/?q=node/453" [page consulted on February 14, 2010]
7 See "http://www.bdsmovement.net/?q=node/52#French" [page consulted on February 14, 2010]
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The FNEEQ and solidarity with Palestine

Involvement

that has consequences
For several years now, the FNEEQ has been involved in solidarity with the
Palestinian people. In fact, it’s a central part of our international solidarity work,
along with other priorities and orientations, such as work with Haiti. This has
been especially the case since 2004, when about twenty members from affiliated
unions participated in an international conference in Ramallah on the theme of
Globalization, Education and Social Change. We asked Ronald Cameron, president
of the FNEEQ until last June, to discuss the scope and implications of the
Federation’s involvement in this issue.

Why is Palestine a concern
for the FNEEQ?

there. But the
FNEEQ has made
a real contribution to the development of greater solidarity with
the Palestinian
people here in
Québec, a solidarity that is part
of growing international support
for the Palestinian cause.

The situation in the Middle East has
always concerned the FNEEQ, and
the work that the International Action Committee has done on behalf
of the Federation for more than
5 years on this issue was not new in
political terms. The growing isolation of the population, symbolized
by the construction of the infamous
wall of shame and events since the
death of Arafat – notably the cuts to
international aid and Israel’s military attack on Gaza in December
2008 – mean that international
democratic organizations must not
remain silent; they must do more
for the people of Palestine.
In the early years of this century, the
solidarity movement was debating
whether there should be a boycott.
But Palestinian civil society had
not called for one. This was why after meeting with the Teacher Creativity Center (TCC) group, the idea
of visiting the occupied territories
as a tangible expression of teachers’
solidarity seemed crucial. So the
FNEEQ worked with this NGO and

10
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the Palestinian teachers’ union to
organize an international conference on Globalization, Education
and Social Change in Ramallah in
October 2004.
What conclusions do you draw from
the FNEEQ’s action since then? Has
it had results?
Obviously, the Federation’s action
alone can’t change the situation

Our action has
had an impact
that extends far
beyond the 2004
conference. For
instance, participants have spoken
out locally and we have worked
more extensively with a number of
solidarity organizations, in particular the Coalition for Justice and
Peace in Palestine (CJPP).
In response to Palestinian civil society’s call in 2005 for Boycott, Disinvestment and Sanctions against
the State of Israel, the FNEEQ was
one of the first union organizations

Worl Social Forum, Caracas 2006, workshop to organize the Internationale Conference in Ramallah.

in the world to take up and publicize the call. Since then, various organizations have followed suit, particularly in education – the SNES in
France, UCU in Great Britain and
the CSQ in Québec. The FNEEQ’s
policy on this has always been to
link this campaign to political education about the situation.
This is why a special issue of Carnets
was published in the fall of 2007, taking stock of the conflict. The issue
had a significant impact in unions
as well as with many people in solidarity networks and the labour movement in Québec. It has been used
for training and debate purposes on
a number of occasions with various
social organizations and groups.
The FNEEQ has also been part of
many significant political demonstrations and activities on this issue
in recent years. One of the Federation’s officers went back to Palestine
last May with a CJPP delegation,
and the FNEEQ supported a delegation that participated in an international rally last December as
part of the Gaza Freedom March.

At the last Québec Social Forum, in
October 2009, the FNEEQ helped set
up an inter-union CJPP committee
in support of the BDS campaign.
World Education Forum
in October 2010
The FNEEQ convention last June
reiterated its support for plans for
a World Education Forum in Palestine next October. The International Committee of the World Social
Forum (WSF) had been mulling
over the idea since the last Forum
held in Bélem in 2009. The idea has
now become an official project
and work is under way in preparation for it. In Québec, the organizations that have indicated an interest in the project include CJPP,
Alternatives and the FNEEQ, as
well as the CSN, the Conseil central
du Montréal métropolitain, Oxfam-Québec, PAJU and the FFQ.
This international gathering will be
one of the largest and most ambitious of the WSF’s sectoral forums in
the coming year. The invitation is
extended beyond the world of edu-

cation to all those committed to social justice and solidarity with the
Palestinian people. The hope is that
this event will contribute both to
strengthening the role of education
in the future of a more democratic
society and to reducing the isolation
of the women and men who struggle for this and share this outlook in
Palestine. So I’d like to use this interview to invite all the FNEEQ’s
unions and their members to support the forum, either by participating or by providing financial support for the people who undertake
to participate.

Thanks, Ronald.

TCC is an NGO founded by a group of teachers in Ramallah that is dedicated to providing support for teaching staff in the West
Bank and Gaza to help them do a better job
with young people in the traumatic conditions of military occupation.
www.fneeq.qc.ca/fr/accueil/publications/
carnets/CARNETS_Palestine-final.pdf
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THE BDS CAMPAIGN (Boycott, Divestment, Sanctions)
ment of the dispute with PalestiIs there any need to prove
that Israel is a criminal nians.
StateIn accordance with international law, it calls on Israel to end
when, in full view of interna
the occupation and colonization,
tional
take down the Wall, and respect,
public opinion, it systemati
protect and facilitate Palestinian
cally violates international
refugees’ right of return. A similar
initiative
was taken in the 1980s,
law
aimed
at
putting
an end to aparand hundreds of resolutions
theid in South Africa. International
adopted unanimously by the
pressure for political change was
UN General Assembly, with
pretty strong then.
the exception of Israel, the
United States and Microne
Divestment
sia?

Alexandre Coudé
FNEEQ International Action Committee

How the call started
Launched on July 9, 2005 by Palestinian unions, associations, academics, civil society groups and organizations for the defence of refugee
rights, the BDS campaign is aimed
mainly at urging people to stop
consuming goods manufactured in
Israel or by international corporations that collaborate with Israel.
The call invites the international
community to undertake actions
aimed at raising awareness in the
international community and applying pressure on the Israeli State.
Boycotting Israeli products is a form
of non-violent direct action. It lets
people who are “powerless” make
decisions as consumers to choose to
support Palestinians striving for
freedom and justice.
This is a peaceful action aimed at
trying to convince the Israeli government to opt for a negotiated settle-

Similarly, divestment consists in
putting an end to investments in
Israel and using economic power
(workers’ pension funds, some
unions’ solidarity funds, funds of
religious communities, churches,
etc.) to try and convince corporations that finance and support the
occupation to abide by the principles of international law. Divestment is an international action
aimed at imposing economic restrictions to counter the application of Israeli policies. In seeking to
make economic stakeholders aware

of Israel’s violations of international
law and the problems caused by their
investments, the BDS campaign will,
if effective, change Israel’s image.
The international community must
deem investment in Israel and corporations that participate (directly
or indirectly) in the oppression of
the Palestinian people to be morally
unacceptable.

Sanctions
Despite the International Court of
Justice’s ruling more than five years
ago that building the Wall and colonization were illegal, it has to be
said that our governments are not
taking any steps to force Israel to
abide by international law. In limiting Palestinians’ freedom of movement, in refusing the recognize the
right of return of Palestinian refugees,
in discriminating against and seriously violating the democratic
rights of Palestinian citizens of Israel,
and in committing war crimes
against an entire civilian population
in Gaza, Israel has shown time and
again that it does not recognize the
rights of Palestinians in any way
whatsoever This is why the BDS
campaign supports demands for
legal, diplomatic and economic sanctions against Israel until it abides
by the principles of international
law and human rights.

Companies
that you can boycott
It is possible to support the BDS
campaign in our daily life by boycotting certain brands that we tend
to consume. Here are some examples: Coca Cola, McDonalds, L’Oréal,
Nestlé, Starbucks, Home Depot.

Sources : Boycott Israel international: http://boycottisraelinternational.com/
Boycott divestment sanctions «The non-violent response to Israeli apartheid and occupation: http://www.bigcampaign.org/
Global BDS movement: http://www.bdsmovement.net/
PILGER, John, For Israel a reckoning, Newstatesman, 14: http://www.newstatesman.com/international-politics/2010/01/pilger-israelpalestinian-gaza
Warschawski, Michel. CARNETS, fneeq, Faire plus pour La Palestine, novembre 2007.
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The World Education Forum
in Palestine, October 2010
Micheline Thibodeau
FNEEQ Vice President

World social forums are occasions for
democratic, non-partisan, non-denominational debates, exchanges
of experiences and more in-depth
thinking. Participants include
labour and social groups and
NGOs that share a common
opposition to neo-liberalism, the world domination of Capital and all
other forms of imperialism. Their purpose is to
strengthen national and
international ties among
various groups that share
the same values, namely
those of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
ANOTHER WORLD IS POSSIBLE – a world that is non-violent,
respectful of participatory democracy, founded on solidarity, equality
among individuals, genders and
peoples, and that condemns all
forms of domination and subjection
of human beings by others.

Why hold a
World Education Forum
in Palestine?
To allow Palestinian
teachers to participate
in debates on
the fundamental issues
in education around
the world.
The forum will take place simultaneously in a few towns in the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip. The choice
of holding a forum in Palestine

with decentralized events stems
from the problems Palestinians have
travelling around, even within their
own territory!

olence as a method of resolving
conflicts is part of a pacifist response to Israel’s occupation of the
Palestinians’ territory.
Based on these realities, the FNEEQ
and the CSN have committed to
supporting this ambitious project,
largely piloted by the Teacher Creativity Center, with which we
have had on-going ties since
2000.

The Palestinian education system has
had a very rough time of it in
recent decades. The lack of basic
resources, curfews, starvation wages
and isolation have undermined
teachers’ morale. To share the thinking and educational experiences of
people from all continents, groups in
education in Palestine are working to
organize a forum with values corresponding to the society they would
like to build.
Responding to the Israeli government’s violence (bombing, building
the wall, sealing off the Gaza Strip,
apartheid, appropriation of land
and water, etc.) by holding a World
Forum on Education focusing on
democratic values condemning vi-

We invite you all to participate in the Forum in October 2010. Although the programme is not yet finalized,
there will be a number of
conferences and workshops.
Some of them will be on societal issues such as poverty,
violence, discrimination against
women, justice, etc. Others will
address educational topics: learning
assessment, educational strategies,
motivation, etc. In the tradition of
social forums, various workshops
will also be offered, depending on
what participants propose. Finally,
there will be many cultural activities.
The coming months will be used
to finalize the organization of the forum. If you would like to participate in this event, it’s already time
to let the FNEEQ know. We will send
you all the relevant information in
the coming weeks.

Another World
is Possible!
ww.teachercc.org/tcc_fr/index.html
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Regroupement privé

A union visibility
campaign
Odette Lefrançois
Regroupement privé Co-ordination Delegate

In the spring of 2007, members of
unions in the regroupement privé responded to a survey on violence
against teachers in the workplace.
The results revealed that there were
a few difficult situations for teachers,
but that generally speaking, manifestations of verbal, physical, sexual

encountered by their members. We
had to change this if unions were
to really play their role. So unions in
the private regroupement wanted
to make their existence, and especially their work, more visible to
their members. This is why at the
September 2009 meeting of the private schools regroupement, we presented a proposal for a visibility
campaign, using a poster. On the

one who has been subjected to a
form of violence. It also involves
finding solutions to problems and
providing answers to many questions on topics ranging from
parental rights to pensions, insurance and tenure, to mention just
a few.
In short, the final version of the
poster was presented to the January

If you’re in the dark
for answers and solutions your union is there for YOU
pension tenure violence insurance plans harassment parental leaves work load

or psychological violence were actually fairly infrequent. Members in
a few institutions where there were
specific issues contacted their union,
and with the support of their staff
rep or the co-ordinator for the regroupement, took steps to resolve
them.
Unfortunately, the general finding
of the survey was that the unions
were rarely informed of problems
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basis of members’ comments at that
meeting, we added a bookmark to
be distributed to teachers in our
unions. The posters were to be put
up in the teachers’ lounges.
Although the initiative grew out of
the survey on violence, we didn’t
want to limit the message solely to
this aspect of members’ lives. Union
work is not limited to accompanying and providing support to some-

2010 regroupement meeting and
approved by delegates, who will see
that these visibility materials are
used to make members aware of
the role that their union can and
should play.
The regroupement privé will monitor the campaign to see whether it
really does raise union members’
awareness. ■

Public Finances : it’s urgent to take action

THE IRONY
IS STRIKING
The 2008 economic crisis led to a colossal diversion of public money
to private companies. Billions of tax dollars normally destined for basic
necessities (beginning with public services) were hijacked and given to banks
and other financial companies to save them from collapsing.

Jean Trudelle
FNEEQ President

It was no doubt necessary, if
only for the thousands of
workers whose jobs were
saved in the process. But the
fact that no tangible steps
were then taken to regulate
speculative financial markets
is a real scandal. In the opening speech at the FNEEQ’s last
convention, the executive
committee observed that “despite the politicians’ speeches, despite Sarkozy’s outbursts,
the unthinkable is happening: the capitalist system is resuming its usual routine, it’s
going back to “business as
usual.” The crisis many not
result in any significant structural change, any credible
measures of additional control, any genuine questioning of
the sacred principles of profits at all
costs.”
But that’s not all. In Québec, where
public services largely contributed
to cushioning the effects of the
crisis, its chief legacy is a renewed
obsession with zero deficits, the
“demonization” of debt and, consequently, restrictive budget policies.

Yet it could have been a great
opportunity for genuine debate about government revenues. But the debate was cut
off before it really began,
thanks to the tenors of rightwing economics who hold
sway in the mass media. It
won’t ever happen unless the
progressive movement imposes it.

Another Vision of Things

Already, Québec has lost a large
part of the billions it put into recovery infrastructure projects because of the exaggerated profit margins skimmed off by private enterprise. And now it’s all about austerity: it’s time to tighten our belts,
we’re told. The government doesn’t
have any money: it’s getting ready
to sell off public services for a pittance.

Ordinary people can hardly be
blamed for accepting the standard economic arguments
served up day after day as
the truth. In La Presse, in the
pages of the scab Journal de
Montréal and on various TV
shows about the economy,
there’s no shortage of readymade arguments: the debt will
ruin future generations, we have to
reduce spending and charge more
for public services. And no additional taxes!
The Charest government reacted to
the CSN’s economic proposals by
trying to avoid them. The labour
movement isn’t calling for a general
across-the-board increase in tax
rates, although this would actually
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d’action populaire en réaménagement urbain (FRAPRU), to name
just a few. An e-mail and fax campaign has already been launched,
with the participation of FNEEQ
unions, and a major demonstration is planned for April 1st in
Montréal.

be quite defensible. What
it is calling for is a thorough overhaul of taxation, with the goal of
making it more progressive by increasing the
number of income tax
brackets, raising tax rates
for the most affluent, radically revising tax avoidance measures and tackling tax loopholes vigorously.

These actions are just a start. The
budget that the Charest government is poised to adopt won’t
mark the end of the battle over
public finances: there will be
other budgets, and public services
will continue to be one of the
main issues.

When Jean Charest says
that raising taxes is out of
the question, he is taking
a populist stance, dismissing the proposals so as
to avoid the real issue and
cut short the debate he
claims to want.

Acting Collectively
We obviously can’t count on a neoliberal government for a progressive
debate on public finances: it is up to
the labour, community and grassroots movement to insist on it.

16
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A broad coalition that the FNEEQ
joined last December has set itself
this goal. As these lines are written,
the coalition includes more than 50
organizations: as well as the FNEEQ,
there is the Fédération autonome de
l’enseignement (FAE), the Fédération
des femmes du Québec and the Front

There is a huge amount of information-awareness work to be
done, especially given the convergence of the media, but it is possible to do it. Our viewpoints are
gradually gaining ground. Perhaps
it won’t be too long before we come
back to the idea of a one-day social
strike, grounded in a few carefully
targeted issues on which we can
reach the population of Québec as
a whole. ■

R eim bursem ent of tr avel expens es

Encourage Carpooling
and the Use
of Public Transit
incentive reimbursements to encourage carpooling: for two or more
passengers, the FNEEQ will reimburse unions the equivalent of $0.12
per kilometre per person in the
same vehicle. For example, if there
are 3 people in a vehicle, the union
will receive $0.36 per kilometre
more than the basic reimbursement for kilometres travelled.

Marie Blais
FNEEQ Vice President

Most researchers agree that greenhouse gas emissions are responsible
for major climate change. Yet the
governments that met in Copenhagen in December 2009 were unsuccessful in negotiating a new agreement limiting these emissions. A
number of countries, including the
members of the European Union,
were aiming to reduce greenhouse
gases (GHGs) by 25% from 1990
levels. Others, including China,
the United States and Canada,
opposed any specific targets, and
in the end they were the ones that
prevailed.

Yet urgent efforts must be made to
reduce GHGs. In keeping with the
work initiated by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) and Équiterre, the special
convention of the FNEEQ held in
November 2009 adopted a policy
on the reimbursement of travel
expenses aimed at reducing its environmental footprint by 30% by
encouraging the use of means of
transportation other than personal
vehicles.
From now on, official delegates from
a union participating in a meeting
will be reimbursed for kilometrage
based on one car per three delegates.
The FNEEQ is also introducing

To promote the use of public transit in urban areas, the Federation is
doubling the reimbursement for
trips by public transit. For example,
the reimbursement for a one-way
fare will double from $2.75 to $5.50.
For interurban travel, the Federation
will reimburse the union 150% of
the cost of bus or train fares.
For the FNEEQ’s Health, Safety and
Environment Committee, a 30% reduction in our environmental footprint requires real changes in our
habits and even our car culture. This
won’t happen unless the policy on
the reimbursement of travel expenses encourages the use of public
transit and carpooling. The FNEEQ
had already endorsed the principle
of carpooling back in 2003, but this
aspect of the policy hadn’t really
been applied. By proposing incentives, the FNEEQ hopes that this
time it will achieve its objectives of
promoting carpooling and the use
of public transit. ■
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Things are Moving with
A New Collective Agreement at last for UQAT Lecturers

After more than a year of negotiations and a vote in
favour of an indefinite general strike, sessional lecturers at UQAT finally have a new collective agreement.
Apart from improvements in how courses are assigned,
pedagogical integration and professional development,
they made major gains in pay. The rate for a course
goes up from $7,662 in December 2008 to $8,749 in

January 2012, plus the Québec government’s pay policy for 2012. This amounts to an increase of more than
11.5% over 4 years. There is also more leave for union
work. An important fact in this union victory was the
students’ wholehearted support for the sessional lecturers who teach them.

The regroupement université demonstrated its support for the SCCCUQAT on 23 April, 2010, in Rouyn. Left to right, starting at
the top row: Louis-Charles Sirois, Puma Freytag, Sylvie Pelletier, Jacques Thériault, Francis Lagacé, Marie Methot, VP public sector,
Denis Geoffroy, Marie Blais, Isabelle Morasse, Claire Tremblay, Carmen Charrette, VP women’s condition, Louise Lemieux.

Consolidated Bargaining: Another Round Begins!
Last spring, we gave you the report
on the 2005-2009 cycle of negotiations, even though the cycle actually concludes with negotiations
by the Syndicat des chargées et chargés
de cours de l’Université du Québec en
Abitibi-Témiscamingue (SCCCUQAT).
At the same time, the Syndicat des
chargées et chargés de cours de l’Université de Montréal (SCCCUM) was
gearing up for a new round of negotiations. Things took shape in the
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fall with the signing of a solidarity
agreement and working sessions by
vice-presidents for collective agreements, work that continued in the
first quarter of the new year.
On December 3-4, 2009, the regroupement université held its meeting
at the Université de Montréal in a
show of support for the SCCCUM
negotiations, and while there ratified the fourth solidarity agreement

in its history. The agreement provides in part for procedures for coordination among unions throughout negotiations, no doubt one of
the most important of CSN consolidated bargaining processes, with
nine unions in six regions.
The vice-presidents for collective
agreements of unions in the regroupement université are also meeting
regularly to pave the way for a com-

the Sessional Lecturers
mon platform eventually. The meetings are an opportunity for analysing certain technical issues in depth
and exploring shared approaches
to improving collective agreements.
The meetings also provide the
possibility of discussions on local
issues and potential solutions.

Note that negotiations in universities are conducted autonomously in each institution – there is no
central table. The unions have absolute control over their bargaining
strategy and content. Their decision
to sign on to the solidarity agreement and common platform is
therefore an entirely free decision.
But they must all think it is to their
advantage to do so, since they all

sign on! To go back to operating
procedures, note that the vicepresidents for collective agreements
present the results of their reflections and proposed themes for the
common platform to the regroupement, which discusses and decides
on them in accordance with its own
rules and procedures. In practice,
this means that some time in the
spring there should be an agreement on platform planks, just in
time for the start of negotiations at
the Université du Québec en Outaouais
and in Rimouski, where the collective agreements expire next May.

The work also includes training
adapted to unions’ needs on collective bargaining, communica-

tions, mobilization and analysis of
financial statements.

Everything is therefore ready to ensure good preparations and optimal joint work by unions so as to
maximize gains in the next bargaining cycle. The evaluation of
the 2005-2009 cycle showed that
preparations for bargaining were
just as important as the bargaining
process itself, in that they helped
establish the climate of trust that
is vital for any discussion.
In short, unions in the regroupement université are full of determination as they tackle this new
cycle of negotiations.

Université de Montréal Lecturers On Strike
As these lines are written, the sessional lecturers at the
Université de Montréal have been on strike for 33 days.
Yet a careful examination of the issues in dispute shows
that there is no justification for the current deadlock in
bargaining talks.
Apart from a catch-up increase in pay, sessional lecturers
are asking for measures to alleviate the impact of class
sizes; continuation of the rules on the distribution of
workloads for musical accompanists and coaches; and
respect for intellectual property and seniority. On
these last three points, the University wants rollbacks
instead.
In light of this, what explanation is there for the lack
of any agreement after a month on strike? Well, how
many days of bargaining talks have there been? On several occasions, the University refused to come to the bargaining table, despite the union’s insistence. From February 24 to March 8, employer negotiators were unavailable. The University also refused to negotiate on
March 16, 17 and 18, because it was waiting for the results of a vote on its final offer at a general meeting on
March 18. The vote was 84% to reject the offer and 77%
to continue the strike. The University then cancelled the
bargaining session scheduled for March 19 and said it

would be available on… March 25! After insisting at
length, the union finally obtained a continuation of bargaining talks the following days, in the hope that intensive talks will break the deadlock. A return to classes as soon as possible is what sessional lecturers would
like to see happen, but not a return at all costs!

An agreement was
accepted by union members
on April, 11, 2010.
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A Federal Council,
not to be missed!
Due to the congresses of the CSN conseils

On international issues, importance will be

centraux, the Federal Council of FNEEQ will take

given to the question of reconstruction in Haiti.

place this spring, a little bit later than usual

We will have the opportunity to take stock of

and is scheduled for two days only. It will be

the situation, six months after the terrible earth-

held in Quebec City, Hotel Pur, June 7th and

quake that struck the country. We will not

th

8 , 2010.

limit our discussion to humanitarian aspects
and will raise international and national di-

Needless to say it will be a Forum with a full

mensions of reconstruction. We will attempt to

menu. The school and society committee will

identify avenues to support for teachers unions.

table two important documents to be discussed
by delegates from the three FNEEQ regrou-

Other topics will also be discussed, including

pements. The first one, entitled The School We

women’s issues and the Social Education

Want, is the result of the mandate given by

Forum that will take place in Palestine in

the last Congress. It explains thoroughly posi-

October 2010.

tions advocated by the Federation on private
education. The second one is a first document

Two days that promise to be intense, to which

on distance education, addressing develop-

delegations from all our affiliated unions are

ments which challenge more and more unions

warmly welcomed!

from the regroupement CEGEP and the regroupement université.

www.fneeq.qc.ca

